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Name: Susan Williams 

Job Title/Department: Associate Professor of History, Social Sciences 

Phone:  234-4418 

Email Address:   swilliams@grcc.edu 

Date IIPD Award was received:      March, 2016                                  (month/year) 

 

Purpose of Grant:      To assist me in participating as a Chair and commentator for the panel 

“Languages of War: European and American War as Conflict, As Memory, and As Social 

Justice” at the "Waging Peace: A Conference Studying the Challenges of Postwar Peace” conference 

hosted by the Dale Center for the Study of War & Society of the University of Southern Mississippi in 

New Orleans, Louisiana, September 8-10, 2016. 
                                                                          

 

 

 
1. Describe the new avenues of instruction, including changes in curriculum, teaching strategies or 

other changes that are resulting from your grant-funded activity. 

The processes of researching, writing, and presenting my scholarship through publication 

and conferences have always informed my teaching.  Having these scholarly experiences 

allows me to better serve my students as I guide them in their own learning, research 

projects, and presentations.   

Attending this conference allowed me to access cutting-edge scholarship and research 

around memory, social justice, and military history that will be incorporated into each of 

my history classes. The fact that I participated in conversations surrounding these 

subjects, as well, adds to the education from this conference. New theoretical ideas will 

influence how I teach subject matter in my courses, which I revise on a yearly basis.  

 
 
 

2. How will the grant-funded activity result in an impact on student learning and enhancements to 
student success?   

 

In addition to the points made above, attending various sessions and workshops at the 

Dale Center Conference provided me with access to the latest scholarship in the field of 

military history.  I will be able to review and assess the content of the college’s various 
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Western Civilization and European history course offerings in light of my attendance and 

participation.  The newest studies of culture, social justice, and the roles of race, gender, 

ethnicity, memory and class explored at the conference will consequently become part of 

the social science curriculum here at the college and thus help students to develop 

perspectives on important issues (including diversity, conflict resolution and peace 

building, sustainability, and human rights).  
 
 

3. What steps are you taking to assess the impact of this activity on student learning? 
 

As always, student learning will be assessed in a number of ways.  I will their 

performance on exams, quizzes, in-class discussions and research papers to assess their 

comprehension and analysis of course information.  
 
 

4. How are you engaging others in the learning process and disseminating activity results with the 
wider campus community?  
 

NOTE: If shared learning activities have not yet taken place, an addendum to this report must be 
filed with the Grants Department describing shared learning activities prior to applying for another 
IIPD grant, as required by IIPD Guidelines. 

 

I have discussed the panels and my findings with colleagues on the departmental and 

college level. We in the Social Science Department are always keen to learn about one 

another’s work and the fresh ideas within our various subfields, and these conversations 

of course allow individual professors to relate to each other better on the broad, 

interdisciplinary level.  
 
 

5. Describe how the grant-funded activity is supporting the objectives of your department and your 
existing job responsibilities. 

 
 

Our goals are pretty broadly defined, and depend on current engagement with our disciplines as a 

whole. Any activity that increases one’s knowledge of their field and allows them to make a 

contribution to that field would fit with the goals and objectives of the Social Science 

Department. 
 
 

6. How has this grant helped in fostering your professional development goals?  

In my final FPE report this year, I will address my attendance at academic conferences that are 

relevant to European history and relevant to my work as the college’s European historian.  I also 

will underscore I plan to continue being an active scholar, researcher, teacher and writer.  My 

participation in the conference nicely fulfills each of these professional development goals. 
 
 

7. Please add any other comments you would like to include in this report. 


